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I. SULDIARY

The cblect of thls thesls was the establishing of

ceneralized ccrrelatlion relating the friction fzcter of

curved pive to the friction factor cf a stralsht lenzth of

plpe. Althcocuszh an earlirical correlation has already been

asteblishel for both streamline and turbulent fluid flow ir

clpe cclls, these correlations are restricted to helices

with closely spaced turns. After verifying the apnlicabilit

of the established correlations to colls with closely weund

turns, this investigator intended tc increzce the riten in

the turns and note the effect on the correlations.

No results were obtained, For the streamline flow of

dater In his straisht test section ¢f high pressure rutter

nose, this Investigator obtained pressure losses greater

than anticipeted for viscous fluid flow in nipes. The dsta

for turbulent flow gave also for vertlicular Reynolds Nunters

values of friction lactcrs rfreacter than exrected fer smooth

tucinz. Furthermore, the pressure loss in as helly fer a

distinct value of the Reynolds Numier during turbulent flow

was usually the same or less than the value in the strairsht

test section - for this helix, a value 35% zreater wes

snticinated,

This investigatcr believes the source of the error

lies in the use of zlass tees to measure the pressure

differentials across the test section. These tees caused an



unaccountable vressur: loss in the test section; they

evidently masked the effect on the friction factor when the

tubing was wrapned into &amp; hellx. An zlternztive to the use

of the slass tees is recommended - a small hcle nay be

sunctured in the wall of the rubber hose and 2 thin

nyvodermic needle, the manometer tap, may be inserted flucth

71th the inside wall of the tubing. This technicue would

avold inducing eny turbulence into the flow because of =n

okstruction in the rath of the fluid,



IX, IURCDUCTICH

The zopnlication of pire colls in chemicel enclineering

proceszes anrpezrs In heat exchsnsers. A correl:ztion fcr

estimating the friction factor in 2 curved pine would lecd,

ty ar»nliecotion of the Bernoulll Ecuction, to =n estimation

of the pressure loss in a pipe coll, Thls Information would

ce useful for nredicting ncwer requirenents for nuuming nd

suitalle plpe and coll sizes,

The vnrescsure crcem in nines ig supresced by ohe

Beraculll Erusticn

a

2 J&lt; cHXfv ap = ALE 4 ef, py«Ec te
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The ~uantities AUS and cx gre stale funetlicnz, infevendent
coe oC

of tne math, The fluid {friction loss, Fr, hovever, is

ivy 5 wy SY es or 4 BP 4 OL 80 29 em ho - \ 1

dependent uncon the path of the fluld flow, The value ¢f Fy
il

: Ne Lio \ - ~ pm J 4 2 " oa Len 0  ¥ %

1s calculated fron the Fanning Eoustion for fluid flow in

pires, Exr-erimsntal Investloation hy White for both

streamline and turbulent fluid flor hae revezled that hon

wy,» 0 So ’ i wary Bale donald A J 2 orlensthh of stral ht tubing is wound into a helix, the

fricticrnal loss for the same Revnolds Number is

“ - 2 oO mo. 2 LTV a ~~ ~~ fs I . A on sg myi %increzzced (8). This effect zrices Trop on inecrcose in the

fricticn factor.

Tevlor exonined the flow lines of streamline flow

throuzh curved pipes using coler bands (7). The ficure

selow 1s o cross-section by a vertical axlzl olane of the



upner section of cone of the colls of 2 helix laying 1a =

horizontal nlene. The flow is toward the exis of ths helix
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near the wall and away from it in the center. This

spiraling moticn in the fluid results from thie radial

pressure gradients arising from the centrifusal =ction

induced by the helix. Becouse of the radial commeonent in

velocity of the fluid molecules curing flew throush a curved

pipe and the longer path per unit length of plve traveled by

2zch molecule, a hilzher wressure drop In a helix 1s

~nticinated.
I 5 mm = =r Spa WY ad 3 pet 3 A "

Decn, in an znoclyslis of the fluid metion Curing

streamline flow, showed that a relationship, Cg, egquzl to

the ratio of the friction factor in the curved nine to that

in the stral:-ht, z=, is a function of Re Vs where d is the
S

inner diameter of the tubing and D is the mean Jdlameter of

the helix (2). White verified this relatiocnshio

sxperimentally. White's rezulte could be expresczed as

0.45 | mete
(ca)! = (3) = 1 - i - (Lh) omtg Reyd

(For a sravrhical presentation of the relationshin, refer tc

Figure 1). Streamline fluldéd flow exists for values of fg

~reater than 0,009; for smaller values of f,, the fluid flow
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is in the turbulent reslon where the rule le no lence:

annlicable,

Streamline mctlon contlnues for mnizher Reynclds

Numbzrs in curved pine thon in straicnht ire. An onnlycels

of Taylor's and White's results revesls that the shorrer the

curvature of thie hellx, the hirher will te the Reoyrnclés

Nunlzsr Tor tiie 2ontinuance of stresnline motion. Furtneorrcrs

the trenszition Trem streamline to turtulent Ticid flew is

net oz laried for curved rime zs it is for strai-ht rire,

Desn sczcunts Tor this by considerianz tiie icticn of the

fluid in escehr situstlen: turbulanze in zlrol ht rive ic

scconrnled Ly the laterzl nmevement of fluid (swirls and

eddies) which imnlies = loss cf eneryy thot hos =o

seunteroort In visceous flow. In ¢ curved pipe, lotar:l

mevemsntt of Yhe fluid 1s ozeouring balers the critio:zl

velcecity 1s reccned; it »robobly Incresasss hen turtulaace

sets in pul thers willl not te 2 ravld chine in the fricticr

foctor of the curved nine (2).

He theoretical scrrelstlen for ths Salnticaskip of I,

and Tg during turbulent fluid flow has besn troncsed., Cremer

and Dzvies mention that =n enniricel relsticnzhir of the

ri ~ " +Lion Cc ae rnn i:z +scwuer offf t=Vile »f survaedD1 nivte LT tuC 1. AYvv cof Liwii2 zirsizisnt= L1L0

C she ~~ — ( 1 )3 J4 TTJ - &lt; Ya Dean a =r1s hes3 Sar —~L oan2 Za ni ne CW In113 lcLU (Tad 277Vitis neA CI 19]

TH 2 wml de Ean ee Yl -m ~ -Lois relationsghiyn 1s e:imre=zs=d zs

213
GC, = =¢ = expDU
wip TF.



(For a graphical presentation of the relationship, refer to

Figure 2). The azuthor of this thesis, however, endeavoring

to learn the conditions under which the investigation was

nerformed and the ranze of Reynolds Numbers enconmassed by

the correlation, was unable to locate the original noaver,

Hizh pressure rubber hose will be used to facilitate

experimental woriz in this project. After the relationship

of the friction factor to the Reynolds Number for = straight

test section of the rubber tubing using water as a fluld is

determined, the tubing willl be wound into helices of

dlf ferent Stamsters. Fer esch helix dota wlll te ottzined

relating the friction fector of the hellx to the Reynolds

Nuankber for both streamline and turbulent fluid flow. Walte's

smplriczl correl-otion for strecmline flow can tien Le

verificd. The aprlicabllity of the correlaticn for turbulent

flow in plpe colls proposed by Cremer can be detzrmined,

The previous recearch inte this vrovlenm folled to note

the effect of the »itch of the turns in the helix uncon the

correlations. Only Eustice gave infceoracstlion about the niteh

cf the tublng In hls work = the turas had 2 pitch of eilzht

degrees (4). Although the other researchers do not mention

the »itch in their helices, thie investigstor is inclined tc

believe thzt since they comwmared their results with

Bustice's, their coils too must hove besn closelv wound.

It anpesre evident that zs the turns in the helix are

spread apart increasing the »niltitch, the frictional loss wer



Figure 2

A plot of the Cremer snd Davies Correlation relating the
friction factors of curvedandstralzhtpipeduring
turbulent fluid flow: in pipe coils

|For an explanation 6f the symbols, se: 3. INTRCDUCTICN)
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anit length of the tubing will decrecse. In the limit, the

nitch 1s ninety degrees - the helix has now lost 1ts

ldentity and the tubing 1s stretched out in zz stral ht

line. The nlot of the friction fector versus the Reraclds

Numnker for the curved plpe will new te colnclident with the

rlot of the straicsht test section,

After the correlations for the streamline and the

turtulent fluid flow have been verified, the nitch in the

turns of a hellx will be chonzed and the effect on the

correlations noted, The iatentlion of this work is to

renerallze the correlations which have zlready been

aatablicshed,



III. PROCEDURE

The pressure loss in the test section of hizh nressure

rubber hose was measured by a mercury, a carbon

tetrachloride, cor an inverted toluene manometer demnending

unon the magnitude of the pressure difference. The leads of

tycon tubing extended to the monometers from the ~lass tees

Inserted at each end of the test section. The autlior

anticinated the loss due to the tess to Tbe nezlipible,

The glass tees were »nlaced on the same horizontal

plane; the tar water used in the project was considered

incompressible, Hence Ecustion 1 reduces to

(v dP = Fp

But - fv dP = 1PO fe nonnter fluid -A) Se -

The guantity, X, 1g the disrlacenent of the menounecter fluid,

The fricticnal loss, Fr, 1s exrressed by the Fanning

Bouation for fluid flow in mines

Fp = —22 LLweLy,
Ee" a /?

where w 1s the mass flow rate and L is the lengsth of the

cubins., Hence

&gt;
=~ L we2

r fluid # Io a1 (Inanometepa

Data was collected relating the friction factor to the



Reynolds Number for the flow throu:hthe hose,

When the zuthor observed that the results were rot

conforming with those expected, he rezarded the loss due tc

the tees as arpreclevle and tried two methods for

calculating this lozs. The first was the insertion of two

more tees at the downstream end of the test section, A

length of hose, about an inch long, severated ezch cf the

tees. The pressure loss between the upstream tee znd the

first downstream tee was considered the loss fer the test

section and cone tee; thie loss between the urstrezm tee and

the second downstream tee was rezzrded as the loss for the

test section and two tees; ete. These losses were »loitied

and extranclated to zero tees. However, these results dia

not corresnmond wlth those exnented

The second methed was the reveating cf the runs for =

shorter test section. The rressure losses were -lotted as a

function of the length of the test section and extranclated

to zerc length to sive the loss due to the tees. This method

tco failed to correct the results for the smooth rubrer

tubing.



IV, RESULTS

The results of the project are presented in Flgures

three to six,

Flzure 3 1s a plot of the Fanning friction factor ve

the Reynolds Number for streamline fluid flow in the

straight test secticn., This graph end the subsecuvent Figures

four and five present the result of correcting the data for

thie frictional lose from the one tee Influencing the fluid

flew in the test section. This was evaluated by an

extravolaticn of the pressure loss to zero tees,

A vlot of the Fanning friction factor vs the Reynolds

Nunker for turbulent fluld flow in the straisht test secticn

ls presented in Fl:ure 4.

Fizure 6 1s also a plot of the friction factor vs the

Reynolds Number for turbulent flow in the straight test

section. But this »lot presents the result cf deducting the

precsure loss of the tee Influencing the flow of water

throush the section, evaluated by extranolating the nressure

logs to zerc lezarth,

Ficure 5 1s a plot of the friction factor, Reynolds

Hunter relsztionship for the turbulent fluld flow in a helix
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Figure i”

A plot of the Fanning friction factor
vs the Reynolds Number for turbulent
fluid flow in the stralght test
section using the method of
extrapolating to zero tees to
determine the frictlonel loss from
the tee
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Vv, DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Referring to Flgure 3, the vlot of the friction factor,

Reynolds Number relationshlp for the streamline flow thrcugh

the test section, one notes that the curve of the

uncorrected deta approacnes an asymptote at low Reynolds

Numbers; the asymptctic line 1s the line expected for

streamline flow in circular plpes. Hewever, the

Inconsistency of the experimental »lct with the one exrected

for tne higher Reynolds Numbers hed prompted the author to

consider the sou:ice of eny turbulence prcrotion in the flow

since there was no leaks at the mancreter joints nor air

bubbles in the leads, the manometer was not at fault.

The zuthor had considered the frictionsl loss from the

tees to Te neglicible when he designed the system. But they

appeared to be the only source of turtulence promotion in

the test section. The tecihmicue of extrapolating the

oregsure lcss to zero tees to estimate the loss fren the one

tee Influencing the flow in the test section was then

applied - the exvnznsion effect of the upstream tee snd the

contraction loss cf the “ownstream tee was ccnsidered the

lees fren cne tee. However, the corrected results did not

corresrend with the ones anticinated.

Nevertheless, dzta for a helix was obtained with the

intention of annlying another method to estimate the

frictional loss of the tess in the straight test section and



which would then provide a correlation with the data for

the coll - the approximate fo, Re relaticnshiv for the

smooth rubber tubing was known.

However, from reference to Flgures 4 znd £, the

pressure losses In the ccll are about the same cor less than

those In the straight section for the same Reynolds Numbers,

From the Cremer and Davies correlation, the suthor exvected

a loss 35% greater for the coil than the straight section.

Hence, no conclusions about zny correlations could be

derived from the data,

The attempt to estimate the fricticnal loss of the

tees by an exiraprolation of the vressure losses tc zerc

lensth did not improve the data very much (see Fisure €)

The only conclusion which cen be drawn from these

results 1g that an unaccountable frictionzl loss was being

induced by the tees = the only source of turkvlence in the

system. The tees were concealing any increase in the

pressure loss when the hose was wrepved into a helix. Fer

future research into verifying and generalizing the

correlations established for fluld flow in pipe coils, the

author recommends the use of enother method for measuring

the pressure in the test secticn.

The inserting of a thin hypodermic needle through the

wall of the hose would z2veld placing any obstructlons in the

path of the fluld, The mancmeter fluld would, with this

device, take longer to reach ecullibrium,



VI, COMNCLUSICHNS AND RECCIHLIZNDATICNS

The author had provosed and used a perticular method

for measuring the vressure loss in the test section. But

subsecuent work indicated thet this technloue was

aul teble.

To aveld introducing unaccounteble losses in the test

section by the use of glass tees, the author suzpgests that e

small hole be vunctured in the wall of the hose 2nd a thin

hypodermic needle be inserted flush with the inside wall of

the tubing. The manometer fluid, however, would take lon er

to attain eaullibriun before the pressure difference could

he rmessured.

The author concludes from the literature survey that

the correlations relating the Fanning friction factor of

curved pine to the friction factor of a straisht lencth of

plne arrllies to only hellces of clezely wound turns. Further

Investipation ourht to note the effect on the ectoblished

correlations by the changing of the »nitch in the turns of

the helix.

Work should be performed to determine the rance of

Reynclds Numbers encomnasssd by the correlation for

turbulent fluid flow in pipe coils proncsed by Cremer ond

Davies,

The author sus:ests that when high static pressures

exlst in the test section, 2 hose stronger than tyzon tubing



shiculd be used for the manometer leads,



VII, APTENDIX

A. DSSCRIPTICH CF APPARATUS

High pressure rubber nese was used tc facilitate the

experinrental work in thls investisation. Tap water, the flow

rete measured by a calibrated orifice, flowed throuch =

taree foot stilling length of the hose before entering the

test section. Leads of tyron tubing extended fron the 12 mm

glass tees at thie ends of the twenty and cne-half foot test

section of 0.487 inch 1d. hose to 2 mercury, = carben

tetrachloride, and an inverted toluene manometer rernitting

tne measuring of the pressure loss in the section, A length

cf ncse after the downstream tar avolded the intrecduction

of turbulence Into the flcw in the test section hecause of

Jownstream bends, The strzisht test section layed inside of

an iren vive; the helix was wound stout a drun,

This investisetor attributed the failure te obtain

results te the methcd of measuring the vressure loss in the

test sectlon. The auther sugszests that a thin hypodermic

needle te inserted throuzsh the wall of the tubing aad flush

with the inside wall of the hose. This tecinioue avoids

intreducing the unaccountable turbulence which the -lass

tees intrcducsd inte the flow of the fluid threoush tre test

secticn., However, the system would take loncer to resch

equilibrium before the pressure difference could te

meagured,



This investigator noted that during high flow rates of

water through his system, there was &amp; hizsh static pressure

In the test section. This effect manifested itself in sa

swelling of the tyson tubing - the mancmeter leads, The

author is not famlller with the strength of tygon tubing but

he belleves that for very high static pressure in the

system, a stron: er hose should be substituted for this

tubing,

The hose in this project was pliable enough so that if

1t wes wrapped into a helix of a moderate sized diameter, it

would retain its circular cross-section. However, in a helix

of a smell diameter, the hydraulic radius must be applied in

the correlations.



VII. APPZUDIX (Cont.)

B, SUGARY OF DATA AYD CALCULATED VALUZIS

. Streamline fluld flow in the strai:ht test section

using three tees at the downstream end to account for the

loss due to the tees, The ouantity Hg ls the vressure lose

for the test section and no tees; Hy 1s the loss for the

test section and one tee; ete.: the superscrint (')

indicates a value corrected for the loss due to the tezg,

L = 20 ft 7% ins

Fer runs 113 and 114: T _ *_

For runs 115-1138: gl

Hz Ho Faq
Inches of Toluene

ry p= 1.01 on

Te = 1.28 c=’

Run f f

15 1.C°
3 ' -Eb — ~

-

-

~ -

&lt; 0.CZE86 C.c22¢

0.C29% 0.0233

0.0235 0,0134

C.0285 0.0248

C.C1E53

18 1,27 72% 7, }

17 1.7¢ 1C

13.5 11.6 10.2

2,56 18520 20.0 17.0 14.0 11.

C7 12.C

[13 1,77

116

Inches of CClyu

Zz
Je i Lend 6.84 5,88 4.86 32,69 C.0C104 0.C147

2. Turbulent fluid flowy in the straight test section

using three tees at the downstream end to account for the

loss due to the tees,

hed = 20 ft 6% ins



For runs 155-1. Ze T= 12 YC;J=

Hn Hq Ho

Inches of CCly

A

Run W Re H=
o Pr

=

155 5.11 3Z00 10

156 5,62 3630 27

8.4 (C,C187 0,01323

12.7 14 10.1 0.0186 0,012¢

157 7.C 4520 33,9 27.0 21.5 15,2 €,0138 C,0133

1°

Inches of Hercury

16C 13.0 8400 5.25 4,21 ZF 1% “~£, 10a 3% 0.0162 ¢.0108

C.0162 C,0115

0.0147 C.C0968

¢.7 0.0148

13.7 0,014C

A} ¢ i ! [EN ]- Q 0 r I

160 22.8 14700 14 7 &lt;
.

r
%

16% 28.8 18000

158 34,9 22600

~~
“.

-
1€ 1¢ 0.C1C1

0.CCSE

0.00929

~~,

3 25, rs 10,9

15C 41.0 2680C Lh,6 26,3 1C8.C C.0136

2. Turbulent fluid flow in a2 helical test section

using three tees at the downstream end to account for the

loss due to the tees, There were glx turne in the helix

sith a half inch overlep into a seventh.

L = 2C ft &amp;; ins D = 14,1 ins

For runs 145-148: T = 13.C °c; MV = 1.20 ~~

For runs 150-154: T = 13,8 OC;J= 1.18 om

Hz Ho Hq Hp

Inches of CCly

17 2 14 35 12,1 ¢.5 0.0161 0,0150

2,6 18% 147 10,6 C,0171 0,C123

2¢.¢ 15,4 (©,0178 0©,C131

Bun



ULL Ha3 J

Inches of Mercury

145 13.2 8310 4,04 7

146 15.4 97C0 6,7

w — ~

“ z. 4 C.0148 0,0101

C.014% 0.00515

©.0136 0.00872

0.0134 0,00720

0.0170 ©.CC211

-~
oo OE

7 ~~
—

-~

48 28.C 176CC 20.7 1€.°

157 24,

- £2.z
af

11 4

54 41.0 ~~ TN
-  o— i,

i TR A » sh0 16.7 C,.0125 0©,0084C

fy The pressure loss for the turbulent fluid low in

shorter straight test zection was mezsured for tlhe scone

Reynolds Munters 2s the flow In the longer section, The

values were plotted as 2 function of the length; the

stralsht line connecting the »oints was extranclated to

zero lenzth tc determine the loss from the tees. This

subsection presents the values of the friction factors

calculated using thls method,

The value of Hp 1s the corrected nmaznoneter

Zienlacement for the longer test section, The shorter test

section was 12 ft 1% ins lonsz.

For runs 155-140: T = 13.5 °C;J=1.18cp

For runs 164-166: T = 13,8 OC; J = 1,18 cp

For runs 167-175: T = 14,0 °C;uy = 1.17 co



6+ ins For L = 12 ft 1% ins

Run 0 2 Hi Run
~~
L—' — He

Ins
of

CCl,

Ins Ins
of of

CCl, CCl,

poZe

oo An1nd 5,62

 | 55 2200 11,7 167

2520 14.5 188 E

—
—

-r Z700 T.12 11.1 0.C176

%63 23630 8.65 14 7 C.0131

57 7.0 4B20 21.4 189 6.94 4500 12.7 21.0 c.Cc177

Ins
of
Hr

Ins Irs
of of
Hg Ho

60 13.0  840C 3.15 17C 12.7 e400 2,10 2,E8 C.C133

171 15,0 o7EC 2.74 3.71 C.C14d

J

€4 15,1 S750 4.25

165 21.8 14100 8.70

166 27.5 17Sc0 12.8

158 24,0 2260C 16.9

1770
— 217 14100 =

17300 7

* C.Craz

C.C141{4 — = 27 12, -y

174 olI TSEQ0 1. = 15.1 C.0128

50 41,0 26500 26.3% 17% LC.6 26400 16.5 24,0 0.0124

T



VII. AFP WDIX (Cont. )

C. SAMNFLE CALCULATICUS AND ERXOR AVALYSIS

Since no results were chktalined, only a dlscussion of

the sources of error will be nresented.

Samnle Coleulations

2, Colculation of the Reynolds Nunber

Re = by
TEU

For run 117

Diameter of tubing ~~

 ly ~

- vp .

2 ar°o nT ins

Terrerature of fluid I = 1C.5 ©¢

Mace flow rate ~ = 1.73 lon
min

Viscosity of fluid = 1.283 CUO

Re = _ (Am) (79) (12)
(z.142)(0.497)(1.28)(c.cocoa72)(60)

Re = 107C

, Calculation of the friction factor

1 ) &amp; 32 ff L wea - - L Lo * il ie H — rErE ——————

Po vnanome ter fluid rl Ee - 72 a5p 2
so

3
-

For run 117

Diameter of tublng

Acceleration of gravity

Converelion constant

d = C.,4C7 ins

c= 30.2 ib
secs

go = 32.2 Lh lo
secs 1bT

H= 6,5 ins of
toluene

Menometer displacement



Length of hose

Mass flow rate

Ls = 2C.6 ft

20
min

Density of water iy
£5

Density of mancmeter fluid LPirol = 54.0 Lon
ft-

{62.4 - 54,0)(32.2)(6.5)(3.142)2(0.407)3(£2.4)(2600)
(12)(32)(20.6)(12)5(1.79)&lt;

~
L  DO C184

Sources of error

The key source of error in the zroject zrose from

tne use of tees to measure the nressure loss in the test

sectction . An une.ceccuntntabl e Trict:lone lo 38 waWE g 3g Ind1Zuced. intLNue

the flow of the fluid throush the section.

Error was Introduced into the measurements tecsuse of

the necessity for this investlgator to average the

fluctuations in the flcw of the water throuzh the system,

The hose was sliligntly oval in cross-section.-the

value cf 0,4C7 ins for the diameter 1s tne average diameter

of the tubinsz., The hose in the »nroject was plisbhble encuzh tc

retain the same croes-sectionsl ares when wranced into a

nellx of =z moderate cized diameter. But if the tubing had

been wrapred abecut a smaller drum, the hydraulic radius

sould have had to been accounted for.

 po



VII. APPTIDIX (Cont.)

D, NCUENCLATURE

+
Jo The ratio of

Tre ratio of

r .

== for streamline fluid flow
Ls
3 :

—~= for turbulent fluid flow
"8

Inner dlameter of the tubing

Mean dlemeter of tie helix

Fannin fricticen factor - ff, 1s the
friction factor of curved plre and fy,
the friction factor of straight pipe;
the suverscript (') denotes a value
corrected for the loess cue to the tess

y
A Fluid friction loss

Accelerstionion of =zravity

Conversion conzgtant

Menometer flulcd displacement = the

sutscripts C, 1, ete. indicate the
nmenometer dlsnlacement for no tees,
one tee, etc.

Lensth of tubing

Pressure crop In test section

Reynclds Number

Veloclty cf fluid

Specific volume of fluid

Mass flow rate

Vertlcel displacement of the fluid

Viscosity of fluid

Density of fluid

a

A ¥
—

on

Dirxencicnlecss

Dimencsi niesO ae 88

ins

&gt;

Ins

Dirercionlecs

£1 1h PTe rs
qT FneB han

BE, 8 wily
® im -

face
Tom r22.2 3 TL

Tf SEEr
ine

ft

iNehi
in“
Dimensionless

ft
min
£2
1bm
1m
min

1,

centipeclces

£2
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